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Introduction    
The LORD knows all human plans; he knows that they are futile. (Psalm 94:11) 

Caught your attention?  Yup, that’s a line right out of the Old Testament, but like always, there’s a context.  

The Psalmist is using urgent language to describe his ardent personal faith in a God who is in control. His is a 
positive reaction to present trouble. Rebellious people and wicked schemes are making life miserable for him 
and his family, but despite how bleak things look, his statement is that of resolute confidence in the plans of 
God, which always trump the plans of human beings. 

The pages which follow include a rearticulation of our current sense of mission and vision, some big picture 
goals for the coming ministry year, and priority descriptions from various ministry areas. Leaders from across 
our church have prayed, dreamed, discerned, and strategized. This document represents some of the ways we 
hope we’ll regain our ministry footing as the impact of COVID decreases (Please God, let it be so!). But we hold 
everything you read here loosely, believing that His ways are higher and wiser than our ways, and knowing that 
as we engage and use our gifts in ministry, His will and Kingdom will be done.  

 
Greg Hochhalter 
Lead Pastor 
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Mission, Vision, Core Values and Approach 
The mission and vision for our church (across all three organizations) is as follows: 

 

Figure 1 Mission, Vision, Core Values and Approach 

Due to our uncertain times, we will plan in a range of assumptions and review actual results at the end of each 
quarter. 

 

Figure 2 Planning and Review Process 
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Strategy  

We will grow both the number and depth of disciples who: regularly participate in worship gatherings; are 
committed to a life group; are aware of their gifts and abilities and serve; give generously.  The marks we will 
continue to look for in these disciples are: engaged in Spiritual Practices, pursuing Healthy Relationships; 
living as a ‘sent person’ - embracing Personal Ministry.  

1. Grow the number and size of congregations 
a. Numerical and depth 
b. Measure health of each congregation 

2. Improve sustainability. 
a. Volunteer led - staff equipped. 
b. Reduce dependence on donations by ministry support 

Goals 
1. Serve our congregation and reach new people via online and in-person ministry which are more 

equally weighted. 
a. We will clarify our ecclesiology and metrics around online ministry. 
b. We will technically enhance our auditorium spaces and streaming capability to better serve our 

online participants. 
c. We will build out a video capture/production suite for content creation by all ministry areas. 
d. We will overhaul all aspects of our web presence (website, social media, potential app) 

2. Take measurable steps toward fulfilling our vision for regional impact through new ventures which 
have the potential to result in the establishment of new congregations.  

a. Acquire the Millbourne facility and establish it initially as a Compassion Center and Partner 
Hub while maintaining a long-term vision for a new worshipping congregation (an additional 
site of SPAC, an independent congregation, or hybrid version). 

b. Re-launch the ‘Pop-Up Church’ model (suspended in spring ‘20 due to COVID restrictions). 
c. Regionally targeted online outreach opportunities 

3. Create a more robust newcomer integration pathway. 
a. Retool and revise the entirety of our follow-up and next step strategies for those who self-

identify, or we identify as new to our church community. 
4. Reinforce Life Groups as our primary vehicle for discipleship and care. 

a. Goal for ‘22 is 750 people in 120 groups. 
b. Goal for ‘22 is six trained and functioning Care teams and 20 new Care Team members added. 

5. Establish comprehensive Ministry Metrics. Benchmark and define the number of individuals at each 
stage of the discipleship range in order to assess mission achievement and set plans and targets for 
years to come based on real life data.  

a. Broader Community 
b. Nurturing Pool 
c. New disciples as measured by Baptism 
d. Growing disciples 
e. Disciple Makers 
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Annual Plans 
The plans for Strathcona Christian Academy Society and Sherwood Park Alliance Church Property Company are 
shown for information purposes only in the appendices.  

Organization 
Note that this chart does not show all the positions in the organization. 

 

Figure 3 2022 Ministry Year Organization Chart - Simplified 
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Church Plans 
For this year, we are starting to align our ministry plans around a concept called the Discipleship Journey. This is 
a metaphor for Discipleship as show below: 

 

Figure 4 Discipleship Journey 

Life Stages 
Intentional transitions: Our research on Youth and Young Adult ministry reveals a troubling pattern: Christ-
followers are most likely to disconnect and drift away from faith and church communities in periods of transition 
(from kids to youth, from youth to young adults, and from young adults to adults). By organizing ourselves as a 
Life Stage team, we will be purposeful about these transitions and do everything we can to ensure that hand offs 
are done well so that individuals don’t fall through the cracks.  Our pastoral and volunteer leaders will 
collaborate and are committed an overlap of a full year between every department.  

Shared resources, thinking, and calendaring:  The more we view our congregation as a whole and present a 
consistent discipleship vision we can evade inconsistency and an overwhelming sense of expectation.  We are 
aligned around the following priorities of core ministry: Consistent worship participation, Life Groups, and 
Serving. We also seek consistency in our strategies (i.e.: youth ministry doesn’t create a small group/home 
church model which is not replicated after they graduate). This philosophical alignment will shape recruitment 
and training of volunteers across all Life Stages.    

Unified strategy:  We have one mission, one purpose: to make disciples who make disciples. We have clarity in 
what a disciple is, and how they can continue to press into and live out their discipleship. We strategize as one 
team and pull our entire church family forward in one direction rather than individual teams living out their own 
variation of what the mission and vision means to their department.   

Measurable outcomes: We will organize our data (attendance, ERA, Discipleship Journey placements etc.) to be 
able to quantify whether we are making disciples who make disciples throughout our Life Groups. This will mean 
creating common language and systems of recording and tracking that are played out from kids to adults.      

Both Online and In-person: We will continue to offer as many of our ministry environments as possible in 
digital (streamed or on demand) and in person forms.  The world has shifted, and it won’t be simply bouncing 
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back to what was come September.  Across our ministries we will look to engage our congregation both 
physically, and digitally. 

Kids Ministry: Recruiting and rebuilding a consistent and committed volunteer team of approximately 200 
volunteers to execute weekend Kids Ministry – operating on a minimum three-month rotation to build 
consistent relationship, with an ideal annual commitment. (200 was derived from requiring approximately 60 
volunteers per weekend, on a three-month rotation, with roughly 40 being annual)  

Utilizing Orange curriculum, we will simplify and unify our teaching content across classrooms on the weekends 
and online. We desire to utilize Orange Curriculum across all age demographics in Kids Ministries to align kids in 
one household on the same discipleship journey. Orange Curriculum is an all-inclusive curriculum with teach 
time media, small group content, and valuable tools that equip a ministry to effortlessly partner with parents by 
providing a Parent Cue resource. This resource helps connect parents with their kids through conversations that 
develop on kid's weekend lessons.  

Family Discipleship: We seek to demystify discipleship by equipping parents/guardians with family resources 
that empower them to initiate daily, short, intentional moments to connect with God and with one another. Our 
daily, weekly, and special event resources are curated and created to help parents achieve this goal. (Monthly 
Family Activity Calendar, Family Sermon Questions, Family Event and Activity Kits (Advent, Easter, Summer), 
New Baby Ministry, Child Dedication). 

Youth Ministry: Targeting 28 student life groups from grade 6-12. This would represent 4 life groups per grade, 2 
for each gender per grade. 

Praying for 20 student baptisms in 2022.  

We are continuing to press into our relationship with SCA and are excited to be back and able to have a physical 
presence with the students on campus here at our Clover Bar location.  We are also aiming for a 10-15% increase 
in non-SCA students attending SPAC Youth. Not because we don’t want SCA students, but because this would 
reflect greater community engagement and online ministry intentionality.  

Focusing on a high retention rate of leaders transitioning from each grade along with their students. We’re 
focusing on the leaders here instead of the students as we believe the more invested the leaders are to staying 
with the students in their life group the greater chance that we retain students through each transition stage. 

Young Adult Ministry: Increased intentionality, and staff time will be allocated towards helping continue to 
establish a thriving young adult community here at SPAC. We are aiming to create a gathering place for YAs of 
the younger demographic and older demographic to a single night. We would see our current community 
inviting new YA. 

We are aiming to see an increased presence of Young Adults Volunteering in our church across the board (Life 
Stages, X-Demographics etc.). We also see Young Adults taking ownership to help execute a fuller program for 
their Peers (including weekly gatherings, life groups, events, etc.). 

We are looking to double the number of life groups around our city for our YA’s to find community. We currently 
have three and we are looking to recruit and equip leaders to get us to six healthy groups. 
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 X-Demographic 
Weekends Ministry: Our Weekend’s team has responded quickly to unprecedented amounts of change.  This 
has had us praying and dreaming about what the future must look like as the world opens back up.  Digital is 
here to stay - Weekends we will continue to push forward into what must be delivered both in physical and 
online spaces.  A major focus for Weekend ministry will be the re-establishment of our 5 worship teams including 
2 new worship leaders.  These new leaders will take on at least 6 weekends each as we tangibly move to 
empower additional lay leaders.  Another area that Weekends will focus on is the telling of stories of life change.  
Testimonies are incredibly powerful, and we expect to see at least 25 of these to occur in our weekend services 
next year.   

Justice and Compassion: Justice and Compassion Ministries have continued to support those in our 
community who are struggling.  Weekly, we hear stories from new faces as they try and navigate the difficult 
situations that family conflict, job loss and financial hardships bring. Our church has been in a strong position to 
support our local partners well and look forward to the growth of these vital relationships in the year ahead.  
The acquisition of the Millbourne facility would be a dramatic step towards shaping how we are able to serve the 
region and partner well.  We continue to plan and be in conversation with our Global Partners, who despite the 
state of the world, are continuing to reach out with the hope of Jesus Christ.   

Hospitality: Our newly formed Hospitality Team continues to think through new ways that we can demonstrate 
this biblical concept to our community.  We long for every person who steps on any of our physical spaces to feel 
welcome, to have a sense that they belong here.  To this end, our Hospitality team will take the lead on the 
creation of a newcomer integration pathway.  This is one of the key deliverables for next year. This is a growth 
area for our church that will be culture shaping for the years to come.  

Schools: Our schools have had an incredibly difficult season for all the reasons you might expect. These staff 
teams have risen to the challenge and served our community well.  Treehouse Preschool and SCA continue to 
have significant impact in our community. Through the partnership of SPAC and SCA we plan to deliver 
significant Compassion to support to the region through SCA students. Updates to the SCA Spiritual 
Programming Success Factors will help to measure key performance indicators of the integration of faith in 
education.  SCA Society is working to engage stakeholders with a clearer communication strategy.  

Ministry Support 
The Ministry Support Division is comprised of Finance, Facilities, Information Services and Human Resources 
departments. Key plans for 2022 in these departments are as follows: 

Finance: Improve reporting to ELT and the Board of Elders through the development of dashboards and 
summary reports; Develop an account structure and processes that will work in a multi-site environment e.g., 
Millbourne and other future sites. 

Facilities: Facilities staff and contractors are an integral part of the success of the organization.  The department 
is a team of people including a facility manager, dedicated skilled maintenance technicians, contracted 
cleaning company and contracted mechanical company.  The department also oversees the execution of 
projects from small standard maintenance projects to large scale MRF and Capital projects.  The most important 
role for the department is helping create a comfortable, safe and pleasant environment for the church, school, 
partners and the community. Key plans for 2022 include: The 1998 and 2001 Roof Top Units (RTU, a total of 14 
units) that provide Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning to the secondary school are scheduled to be 
replaced.  We will be putting this Maintenance Reserve Fund (MRF) project through a formal tender process. The 
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roofing for this area is also due for replacement.  This MRF work and the RTU work will be coordinated during the 
summer of 2022; 2022 also marks the year we will be reviewing our contract for mechanical services at the main 
campus. The goal is to ensure the church is maximizing the value for the building services.  

Information Services: Upgrade Sage software to 2021 version; HRIS Performance Management 
implementation; Online Renewal – includes tuning our websites for improved online engagement and adding 
app; Updates and New Content for SPAC Learn – Abuse Prevention update, new Emergency Response content; 
Care ministry process updates. 

Human Resources: Mental Health support for Staff Members; Provide communications to staff outlining stress 
relief programs, information, and reminders of what is available with our benefits provider; A heightened focus 
on completing annual review; Updated job descriptions; Abuse Prevention audit – February 2022. 

Long Range Plans 
In addition to the annual plans, there are some aspects of our planning that look beyond the annual plan. 

Five-Year Plan 

 

Figure 5 Five-Year Plan 
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